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TO NATHAN JACOBSON ON HIS 70TH BIRTHDAY 
In studying certain irreducible representations of the special linear Lie 
algebra &(n, 9), 58 a central associative division algebra of characteristic zero, 
the author encountered linear mappings of 9 into associative algebras satisfying 
certain identities. The universal algebras for such mappings turn out to be 
the algebras S”(9) of symmetric tensors in the K-fold tensor power of 9. 
When another identity, also arising in the representation theory, is specified, 
a central simple quotient (also a subalgebra) of P(9) of degree (E) is universal. 
The results on associative algebras are presented here without their back- 
ground in Lie theory. Applied to matrix algebras, they yield trace identities 
and a classical formula for elementary symmetric functions in terms of power- 
sums. 
When K = 2, the identities in question characterize mappings that are 
simultaneously Lie and (twice) Jordan homomorphisms (cf. [6, Sect. 51). 
It was the work of Jacobson on Jordan homomorphisms involving S”(9) as 
a summand of the universal algebra [2, Sect. VII.31 that suggested the identifica- 
tion of our algebra with Sk. 
,411 fields have characteristic zero in this paper. 
1. A KECURSION AND ITS EXPLICIT SOLUTION 
I. 1. LEMMA. Let & be an associative algebra with unit, and let p be a mapping 
of .d into an associative algebra B with unit such that p(al) and p(aJ commute 
whenever a, and a2 commute. For each Cartesian power .dt of .d let a mapping ft 
of ,df to .g be given, such that 
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(i) fi(a) = p(a) for all a E 22; 
(ii) If 6 ,..., atfl is a sequence of commuting elements of d, 
ti 1 
= zlp(ui)fi(a,, 4 ut+l) - . . . . ,... , 2 CfJaiuj, al ,..., 4 ,..., 4 ,..., at+d (I) 
ia 
for every t > 1, where the circumjlex indicates an omitted argument. 
Then for every t and every commuting sequence a, ,..., a,, we have 
(1) 171 (2) 
ft(a, ,..., at) = t! “,+..;“,t E (-Y’(vi - 1Y c P(%, *** %,) 
where the sum C(l) is over all partitions 1 < v1 < v2 < ‘.. < V, of t, and where 
C’“’ is taken, for each such partition, to be the sum of the indicated terms over all 
permutations i, ,..., i, of (I,..., t), subject to the following restrictions: 
(iii) For each j < m, ivI+...+Y,+l < iVl+...+V,+2 < ..* < iv, ...+y,,I (with 
I+, = 0)-the a2 in each block are in order; ” 
(iv) If vk = vz and k < 1, then iV,+...+V,-,+l < i, +...+yI--l+l ; that is, given 
two blocks of equal size, the one uppeuring first con&s an ai that precedes all 
those in the later block. 
Proof. For t = 1, the formula (2) reduces to fi(u) = p(a). To perform 
the inductive step, let a, ,.. ., atfl be commuting elements and substitute the 
appropriate form of (2) in (1) to obtain 
t+1 (1) m (2) 
ft+daly..., at+J = C t! 
i=l 
v,..:,. 
m 
=t E (6lP% - I)! C dai) ~(4: ... 4:) 
. . . p(u!i) 
~Ylt-~+lm-l+l 
. . . .!i) 
~“l+...+Vm ) 
(1) m (2) 
- 
2 zj t! y +.Ev 
1 m 
=t cl (-lY’(vk - 1Y C f4C3) ... al:;‘)) 
. . . &p),., 
‘VI+ +vm-ltl 
. . . ($3) 
~Y1+...tYm )  (3) 
where a:’ = uk if k < i; a:’ = akfl if k > i; acVi) = aia3 ; uk (I*-+) = akel if 
1 < k < i; u$” =uk if i<k<j; aysi’= ukfl if j < k .( t. We consider 
the expression (3). 
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Every term in the expansion (3) is a product 
for some partition t -{- 1 = pL1 + ... + pr and for some permutation jr ,...,jt+l 
of the integers I,..., t + 1, with an appropriate coefficient. By the commutativity 
of the factors in such a product, we may put those a, , upon whose product 
a single p acts, in increasing order of indices, may arrange the larger p-factors 
so that pr :< ps < ... < pr, and further may arrange these factors so that 
if p’ =: PLl~,i ) then the first index in the .rth block precedes the first one in 
the (S -t 1)th block. With these assumptions, we proceed to determine the 
coefficient of (4) in (3). 
When all ps = 1, the term (4) is simply p(ar) ... p(a,+,), and this never 
occurs in the second summation from (3). F or each of the t + 1 possible choices 
of i, our term occurs in the first summation of (3) exactly when vi = ... = 
V, = I, in which case our normalization reduces the summation C(“) p(aJ ... 
simply to p(q) p(q) ... p”(a,) ... ~(a~+,) = p(q) s.1 p(q) a*. p(ut+r). The factor 
nz, (- I)“J-l(v, - l)! is equal to one, and the coefficient of our term is 
C:l’, t! = (t + I)!. This agrees with the coefficient for p(q) ... p(~,,~,) in the 
formula (2) when t is replaced by t + 1. 
Now assume some ps > 1 in (4). There will be a contribution to the coef- 
ficient of (4) from the first sum in (3) only if pr = 1; in this case, ps < pa < 
... < pLr is a partition of t, and the contribution of the first summation in (3) 
to the coefficient of (4) comes from terms 
t! fi (-l>“j-‘(~~ - I)! p(q) p(ajf -.a ai:2) ..a. 
J&2 
If n of the pJ are equal to 1, the product (4) will enter whenever i takes on 
one of the corresponding values jr ,j2 ,..., j n , giving a total contribution from 
the first sum of (3) of 
?I * t! fi (-I>“‘-‘(/L, - l)! = 71 ’ t! fi (-l)“‘-l(~j - l)! 
3=2 3=1 
to the coefficient of (4) inf,+,(a, ,..., ut+r). (I t will be noted that this remains 
valid if n = 0.) 
Next consider the second sum of (3), which makes a contribution to the 
coefficient of (4) when the selected pair i < j of indices occur in the same celI 
in the partition of the index-set {I,..., t + l> associated with (4). If we fix 
a pair i < j, occurring in the y(i,j)th cell (of size P?(~,~) > 2), the term involving 
(4) arises from a partition of t into r terms where all cells but this one have 
the same size as in the partition t + 1 = p1 + .*. + pr of t + 1, while one 
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cell, corresponding to the factor of (4) containing ur*‘r = aiaj has size P,,(~J - 1. 
The corresponding term in (3) has coefficient 
-2t! fi (-l)qLg - l)! . (-l)~y(‘.,,-s(~i(i,)) - 2)! 
S=l 
S#V(i,j) 
= 2t! (pcLy(2.j) - 2)! JJ (p,y - I)! fi (-l)““-‘. 
S#V(id S-l 
For fixed y there is such a contribution whenever both indices, i and j, are 
in the yth cell, a total of 
t 1 t+ 2t! (py - 2)! n (ps - l)! f-j (-1)1111-l = t! PLr .JJ (-lY(P., - I)!. 2 S#Y s=1 
Finally it will be noted that the second member of (3) makes such a contribu- 
tion to the coefficient of (4) for every cell of size p,, > 1 in the partition pr < 
... < pr of t + 1, a total contribution of 
t! (Ii (-l)IL8-1(P.T - l)!! uip = t! fJ (- lyqpc, - l)! 
a=1 Y 
(,=, 
1 
(t + 1 - n), 
where n is the number of pLs = 1. Combining this with the contribution from 
the first member we obtain a coefficient of 
(t + l)! $ (-lY1(Ps - l)! 
for the term (4) in ft+r(a, ,..., at+& and the induction is complete. 
1.2. COROLLARY. With the notation of the lemma, we have 
ft(a,..., a) = t! c h (( - l)i-‘(i - I)!)“% 
P4S1,...,St) i=l 
t! 1 
1!“1 2!“2 ... t!-% . s,! s,! ... s,! 
. p(a)~lp(ay% . . . p(a”)“‘. (5) 
Here the notation Pt, (sl ,..., st) means that s1 of the cells in the partition P of t 
have size 1, s2 have size 2,. . ., st have size t: and the sum is taken over allpartitions P. 
Corollary 1.2 is obtained by noting that if we collect the terms in (2) for 
ft(a,..., a) corresponding to the partition P: 1 < vr < v2 < ... < Y, of t, we 
find the term involving 
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to be duplicated 
times. 
( 
t 
Vl , v2 I..., vnl 1 
I 
s,! ... s,! 
The coefficient of p(a)“1 ~(cz~)~z ... 
factors I$=, (- l)s*(i-l) and 
p(+ in (5) has its terms containing 
fi (i - lF* llsl ri. t!st g& = t1 --L-. 1. . . St. 1%2% *.f t-5 s,! ... St! 
The former will be recognized as the sign sgn(%?(P)) of any permutation in 
the conjugacy class V(P) associated with P in the symmetric group S, , and 
the latter as the cardinality j U(P)/ of th is conjugacy class. This enables us to 
give (5) the more concise form 
f&z, a,..., a) = t! c sgn(%(P)) 1 e(P)1 p(a)s~p(a2)s~ ... pit. (6) 
PU(Sl....,Sl) 
2. THE CANONICAL EXAMPLE 
The most important example for us of the situation of Lemma 1.1 will 
be that where 3? = 0” ~2, the k-fold tensor power of d, and where p is the 
mappingp,:~-+~sendingu~&‘tou~l @...@l + 1 @a@1 @*.e@ 
1 + ... + 1 @ a.* @ 1 @a. Here p&&l) = [~~(a), pk(b)], so it is clear that 
pk(a) and pk(b) commute if a and b do. Now if 1 < m < k, and if a, ,..., a, E &, 
set 
g&1 ,***> a,) = m! c 1 @ ... @ 1 
(il ,..., i&(1 ,..., k},il<i2<“‘<i, 
liES, 
If m > k, g,(u, ,..., a,) is to be identically zero. 
To see that p = fk and ft = g, satisfy our recursion (1) is quite straight- 
forward. That g, = pk and that (1) holds when t > k are clear. If 1 < t < k, 
we have, for commuting ui , 
t+1 
=pc c 1 @ ... @ u;r, @ ... @ Uii 
j=l (i,<~~~<i,)~(l,.. ., j,. ..,Jc) 
rnPS(l*...* j . . . . . tfl) 
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t+l k 
+px c 
E-l 3=1 (i,<...<i,)+(l,...,k). 
k(i, ,.... i,},say j=t,. 
one-one maps ~(l,.... q-1(1 ,..., f ,..., t+i) 
where in the last sum ugi’ is as in the proof of Lemma 1.1. 
Of these three multiple summations, the second contains each term 
with jr <jr+, , twice; once for i = jr , j = pr , {ir ,..., it} = (pr ,..., &, r(p) = j, 
if P < y, r(P) = j,+, if p > r; and once for i = j,.+r , j = pcL7 , {ir ,..., it} = 
{P r ,...,pt}, n(p) = j, if p < Y, r(p) = j,,, if p > Y. The third multiple 
summation contains this term, with coefficient -2, only for 
i = j, , j = jr+l , (4 ,..., it> = {Pl 3*.-T Pth 7(Y) = 1, 
~(s)=j,+lifs<randj,<i; n(s) =j,ifs <randi<j, <j; 
n(s) =js- 1 ifs <randj, >j; T(S) = js+r + 1 if s > r and js+r < i; 
V(S) = j,,, if s > I and i < jsfl < j; n(s) = js+r - 1 if s > r and js+r > j. 
Since terms (7) cannot occur in the first multiple summation, and since 
all those of the second and third summations have the form (7), the second 
and third cancel, leaving only the first, which is evidently g,+,(a, ,..., c++~) 
if t + 1 < K and vacuous if t = k. Thus the recursion of (1) holds and con- 
sequently (2) holds for commuting a, ,..., ut withf, = g, and p = ps . 
In particular, we have 
0 = gk+&% Y.‘., ak+l) 
(1) 
= (k + I)! “,,...Z =k+l jj (-l>“?% - l>! 2 Pk(Ui, ... %“l) 
n 
* *. Pk(ql+. . .+ym--l+l . . . Uik.,,) 
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whenever ur ,..., a,,, are commuting elements of &, and 
0 = gk+l(G., 4 
=(k+l)! c sgn(%(P)) / U;(P)/ P~(u)%P~(u~)% ... &~~+l)~r+l (8) 
P.-P(nl,...,F~+*) 
for all a 6 &. 
In general, we say that a mapping p of JJ/ into 2? as above satisfies the (k + 1)th 
symmetric identity if for all a E G?, f,+,(u,..., a) = 0, where fk+l is as in Lemma 
1 .I, with fi(u) = p(u), that is, if (assuming characteristic zero) 
c sgn(Z(P)) 1 E(P)1 p(~)“~p(u”)“~ ... p(~~+l)~“+l = 0 
P4s,,....a,,l) 
for all a E&. Thus our mapping pn: .r/ -+ Ok z.? satisfies the (K + 1)th 
symmetric identity. 
Some elementary observations should be made here: First, the image of 
pK lies in S(d), the subalgebra of @‘r;9 fixed under the canonical action 
on 0” JZ? of the symmetric group S, . (In fact, at least in characteristic zero, 
the image generates ,S~(.&), a fact for which we give a quick proof below.) 
Second, as we have remarked, pr. is a Lie homomorphism: pk([ub]) = [~~(a), 
p#)]. Third, ~~(1) = Kl, where the unit elements are those of &’ resp. P(d). 
The following section establishes the universality of the pair (S(d), pie) for 
these properties. 
3. A CHARACTERIZATION OF (Sk(d),,+) 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let &’ be a finite-dimensional associative algebra with 
unit, over the $eld 9 of characteristic zero. Let k be a Jixed positive integer. Then 
for every associative algebra 65? over 9 with unit and for every Lie homomorphism 
p of JY’ into 99 satisfying the (k + 1)th symmetric identity with p(ld) = k19, 
there is a unique homomorphism ~JI of associative algebras with unit such that the 
diagram 
is commutative. 
Proof. Let 42 be the universal associative enveloping algebra of the Lie 
algebra structure on .B!, y: &’ =+ 22 the canonical linear mapping, f the 
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ideal in 02 generated by y(ld) - kla , and by the elementsf,+,(a, a,..., a) E @‘, 
these being given by 
f?c+,(~,..., 4 = c sgn(+?(P)) 1 %7(P)/ r(u)Slr(~‘)~~ ... y(~~+l)~~+l, 
P++(S,....,S,+,) 
for all a E &. Then the quotient q//f, with the mapping 
necessarily has the properties claimed in the proposition for (9(&), pk). By 
the fact that (Sk(&), pk) has our properties, there is a unique homomorphism 7 
of a/f into Sk(&) making commutative the diagram 
To complete the proof we show 7 is an isomorphism; for this it will suffice 
to show: (i) 17 is onto; (ii) dim(@/$) < dim Slc(&) = (“‘:-‘), where n = dim &‘. 
To see (ii), recall that the PBW (PoincarC-Birkhoff-Witt) theorem says that 
the filtration of %! determined by the generating set &’ has its tth member @t 
linearly isomorphic to the tth member Yt in the corresponding filtration of 
the symmetric algebra Y based on the vector space A!. The space & has the 
dimension (n:‘) of the space of polynomials of total degree at most t in n 
indeterminates. By considering a basis for & containing Id and using that 
r(lti)j = kjl% (modulo $) for all j > 0, we see that every element of 9Vt 
is congruent modulo f to a linear combination of ordered monomials (from %) 
in the remaining n - 1 basis elements, of degree at most t, therefore to an 
element of a space of dimension (n+:-l). 
Thus (ii) will follow if we show that every element of ‘ZJ’I,+, is congruent, 
module $, to an element of 9,. Complete polarization of the (k + I)th 
symmetric identity and isolation of the term corresponding to the partition 
where sr = k + 1 shows that 
is congruent, modulo $, to an element of 02~ for all a, ,..., ur+r E &‘. The 
straightening process that proves the PBW theorem shows that b = (K + l)! 
~(a~) ... ~(a,,,) modulo 9Yk . Thus I ... ~(a,,,), modulo f, is in 4, for all 
a, ,..., uK+r E &, and (ii) is proved. 
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Since S”(d) is linearly generated by elements 
1 %7(l) 0 ... 0 %(k) 
S'S, 
for a, ,..., uk arbitrary in &, and since these result from elements a @ . . . @ a 
by polarization, (i) will follow if every element of this last form is in the sub- 
algebra of S”(sZ) generated by plc(&). But by Newton’s identities (e.g., see 
[3, exercise 4, p. 1 lo]), each elementary symmetric function of b, ,..., b, E @ -d, 
where 
6, = 1 @ ... @ 1 @ ui @ 1 @ ... @ 1, 
(note that the b, commute) is in the algebra generated by 1, s,(u) = pJu), 
pk(a2),..., ~~(a”), since ,+(a$) = x:-r b,j. In particular, this holds for the sym- 
metric function j$=, b, = a @a @ ... @ a. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 3.1. 
4. SOME APPLICATIONS 
4.1. C‘OROLLARY. Let t(A) denote the truce of an n by n S-matrix A. Then 
for every such A we have 
c sgn(%‘(P)) ( U(P)1 t(A)“1t(A2)“2 a*. t(,4n+1)sn+1 = 0. (9) 
P-(sl....,s,+,) 
If d is a second positive integer, and if td(A) = (n/d) trace(A), the relation (9) 
holds for all d by d matrices A, with t replaced by t, , if and only if d 1 n. 
The first part of the corollary follows by letting J.. = M,(F), L% = 
End,-(A”(,F-“)), with JZZ’ = EndF{F”), and by letting p(A) for A E &’ be the 
action on A”(.F”) induced from the action, p,(A) on @“(sn) sending 
v1 @ .‘. @) 72, to v,A@v,@~~~@v,+ . ..+v.@‘~.@v,-,@v,A. This 
action on Al’(.F7() is simply scalar multiplication by t(A). From the fact that 
pn satisfies the hypotheses of the proposition, so does p. In particular the 
(H -+ I)th symmetric identity is satisfied by p, and this fact is expressed by (9). 
To see the second assertion, we form the integral polynomial in one variable, 
&v = c sgn(V?(P)) 1 V(P)1 X’li~s~+‘~‘+s~+l. 
Pe-*(sl,....s,+l) 
The degree of this polynomial is n + 1, achieved only for Ptt (n + 1, O,..., 0), 
and the corresponding term is Xlz+l. Thus g(X) is manic of degree n + 1. 
Now MJF) contains idempotent matrices of ranks (=traces) 0, 1, 2,..., n. 
Substituting these for A in (9), we see thatg(X) has exactly the zeros 0, 1, 2,..., n. 
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Now if d $’ n, a primitive idempotent A among d by d matrices has trace 1, 
so td(A) = n/d, and g(n/d) + 0. Thus A cannot satisfy the relation prescribed. 
On the other hand if B is a d by d matrix and d 1 n, then A = diag( B, B,..., Bj- 
(n/d diagonal blocks) is n by n, so satisfies (9). Since t(Aj) = Trace,(diag{Bj, 
. . . . Bj]) = (n/d) Trace,(Bj) = t&P) f or every power of B, we see that B 
satisfies (9), with t replaced by t, . 
4.2. COROLLARY. Let .d be a central simple associative algebra over 3, 
[d : FJ = n2, and let t(a) E S denote the reduced trace of a E sI. Then for all 
aEd, 
c sgn(%(P)) 1 g(P)1 t(a)“lt(a”)“’ ... t(an+l)s~~ll = 0. (10) 
h+(Sl....,S,+l) 
The identity (10) holds for all a in a central simple algebra SJ of degree d, with 
t(a) = n/d (reduced trace for a of a) if and only if d 1 n. 
For since .F is of characteristic zero and the left side of (10) is a homogeneous 
polynomial function of degree n + 1 in a, we may polarize the left side to be 
multilinear in (n + 1) variables. Thus the validity of (10) is equivalent to 
its validity in arbitrary field extensions. Both parts of the corollary now follow 
from 4.1. 
Rather than the reduced trace, it is sometimes convenient to work with 
T(a) = (l/n) t(a). Thus every a E &’ is uniquely expressible as a = T(a)1 +- a, , 
where a,, E [&&‘I. In this notation, Corollary 4.2 says that the scalar function 
nT(a) satisfies (lo), and if T,,(a) is the corresponding function for a central 
simple algebra d of degree d, then nT,,(a) satisfies (10) if and only if d I n. 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let & be a central simple associative algebra over 9, 
[JS! : .F] = n2, t(a) the reduced trace of a E ,al, X an indeterminate over 9, and 
p,(X) = (-I)“(?2 + l)! _!? 
+q 1 
(n + I>! 
2=1 Ptt(nl....,s,+,-,) 
(- lF~~-~sJ(J-l) 1yp2 . . . (n + 1 _ iy”+,&- 
I 
Sl. 
_ qa)“‘t(a2)“” . . . t(a~+l--i)%+l+d( _ l)i-yp-1. 
’ ... S(,+1+)! 
Then p,(a) = 0. Thus p,(X) = (-l)“(n + l)! g,(X), where ga(X) is the generic 
minimum polynomial of a [l, Chap. 8, Sect. II]. 
Proof. By the nondegeneracy of the trace form on &, it suffices to show 
that t(p,(a)b) = 0 for all b E ~2, in order to see that p,(a) is always zero. We 
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polarize (10) partially, replacing a by a + b and isolating the terms where 
exactly one b occurs to obtain 
OE c sgn(%(P)) / Y(P)/ [(n + 1) &+rt(a)s; ... ~(Z+l)pL+l-l~(S~) 
Pt-Pq,....Sh+l) 
AL .y;,qq; ... ,(an-l)s,-,,(,n)s,-l,(,n-lb) qan+lp,, 1 
~(. . . . $ g . lt(+lt(lb) t(2)“; . . . t(Lzn+t)s,+l], 
taking advantage of the fact that t(a%z”) =: t(a 7+Sb) for all nonnegative integers 
Y, S. This may be rewritten as 
0 -- c (+q(,-1) 
(n + I)! 1 
P‘-+(n;,...,a~+l) , 4 ... (n + 1)S,+1 s;j . . . s;+,! 
i 
n+1 
4 . . . 
< ! %Tl +w 
t(u~-l)“;-lt(u~)s;-lt(a2-lb) . . . t(u~+l)s;+l 
I 
(11) 
Now (11) is t(ub), where u is equal to 
q c (~1)~n;~,-l) (n + l)! 1 
z-1 Ptq . . . . . \;,&,) 1”; . . . pi-1 ... (n + l)“:+’ s;! . . . (s; - l)! . . . f+; 
y q,p . . . t(uys;-l . . . l(un+l)s:+l 1 J-1. 
Therefore u must be zero for every a. The coefficient of aim1 in u can only 
contain terms where S: > 1, and for each such term (s; , S; ,..., S; - I,..., sk+r) 
defines a partition (sr ,..., ~,+r-~) of n + 1 - i, call it Q. The sign determined 
by Q is 
Now we see that u = p,(u), simply by comparing the coefficient of ui-l with 
that of ,YL-l in p,(X). The correctness of the term in un (where all S: = 0 
except sh+, =:: 1) is seen at once. 
The generic minimum polynomial g,(X) of a has coefficients which are 
homogeneous polynomial functions of a, 
g,(S) = ,Yn - ul(u) x-1 + u2(u) AYr”-2 - ... + (-1)” u,,(u), 
O!(U) being of degree i, and g,(u) = 0 for every a. Thus p,(X) - (- l)“(n + l)! 
g,(X) is, for each a E .M, a polynomial of degree less than n satisfied by a. 
Writing pU(X) = (-l)“(n + I)! Xn + Yr(u) XnP1 + Y2(u) Xnp2 + ... + r,(u), 
let j be the first index for which rj(u) - (- l)“+j(n + I)! ~~(a) = z+(u) is not 
identically zero in a. Then the polynomial mapping of .d into &’ given by 
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a I+ uj(a)(uj(a) aj + uj+l(a) a’-l + ... + U,(U)) is the zero mapping, and is 
therefore also the zero mapping on &” , where x is the algebraic closure 
of 9. But &x is a full matrix algebra M,,(x), and the diagonalizable matrices 
with distinct eigenvalues are Zariski-dense in M,(x). Hence q(a) =+.= 0 for 
some such matrix, which must therefore satisfy a polynomial over x of degree 
exactly j < n. This is absurd, so z+(a) = 0 for all a, i.e., we have the last 
assertion of Corollary 4.3. 
As a final corollary, we have an explicit solution of Newton’s identities 
for the elementary symmetric functions in terms of power-sums. Much of 
the above could have been derived starting with this solution, but our derivation 
of the solution is attractively conceptual, and really only involves: (a) the 
(K + 1)th symmetric identity for pk; (b) the first part of Corollary 4.1, an easy 
consequence of (a); (c) Corollary 4.3 in the case of a full matrix algebra. The 
proof seems to be new; the formula appears as an exercise in [5, 1~. 4581. 
4.4. COROLLARY. Let .F be a field of characteristic zero, and let S, ,..., S, 
be indeterminates oaer P. Let uI(X) = C X7 , o,(X) = xICJ A*,S, ,..., on(X) = 
AIvIX2 ... X,, be the elementary symmetric functions of Xl ,..., S,, . For I G. k < n, 
let tk(X) = xz Xzn. Then for each k, 1 < k & n, 
k! ok(X) = c sgn(%(P)) 1 E%‘(P)1 tI(X)S1t2(X~z ... tli(sp. 
P4Sl,...,S~) 
For applying Corollary 4.3 to the n by n diagonal matrix a (in M,,(.F(X)) 
as F(X)-algebra) with diagonal entries S, ,..., X, , one has that 
g,,(Y) = I”” - ul(X) ET”-1 + u2(X) 1-n-2 “. + (-I)” G,(S) 
is also equal to (( - l)“/(n + I)!) pa(Y), so that u,(X) = ((-l)“‘j/(n + I)!) ri(a), 
where r3(a) is the coefficient of Ynp’ in p<,(Y). Now t(a”) = t7:(-\r), and we see 
from the definition of PJE’) that 
r,(a) =: (-l)“-f 
(n -t l)! 
j! c 
sgn(%(P)) 1 V(P)] tl(X)‘l .+. t,(X)“,. 
P++(Sl....,S,) 
The identity of 4.4 is immediate. 
We are particularly interested in cases where our mapping satisfying the 
(k + 1)th symmetric identity is an irreducible representation of the Lie algebra 
&‘, ~2 being a central simple associative algebra over 9, [& : .F] == d2, k < d, 
and where p(1) = kI. When F is algebraically closed, and in general when 
G! = Md(F), the algebra Sk(&) was studied by Schur and Weyl. In this case 
d = EndF(V‘), [-Y- : F] = d, 0” & = EndT(@’ V), so that Sk(&) is 
faithfully represented on 0” Vs. In fact, Sk(&) is the centralizer in End.& 0” 9”) 
of the action of the symmetric group Sk on @ 9 ‘, so stabilizes each of the 
S,-isotypic components of 0’; 9”. Moreover, each of these components is in 
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turn an isotypic component for the action of P(V). For each primitive idem- 
potent e in the group algebra of Sk , (0” 9) e is an irreducible Sk(~)-submodule. 
Sk(&) is a direct sum of ideals which are full matrix algebras over 9, as many 
of these as the dimension of the center of the group algebra of S, , i.e., as 
many as the number of partitions of k. Thus Sk(~) has exactly this many 
inequivalent simple modules. 
When J&’ is not necessarily split, we have JZZ = Enda( ti ‘), 22 a central 
division algebra, [B : 91 = d2, 9. a left B-vector space, [%” : 91 = H. Thus 
[d : S] = (nd)2, [Y : F] = ride. A ssuming k < nd, we may form ax‘ ,F9 ., 
and again realize all the irreducible representations of S, in this space. Again 
each isotypic Sk-component is stable under the action of S7(.&), although 
it is not in general true that Sk(&) is the full centralizer of S, Since the 
irreducible representations of S, over 9 are absolutely irreducible, the S,- 
isotypic components of 0” TV. remain isotypic components when .F is extended 
to a splitting field Y. Over X, (0’; F’%‘) X is isomorphic (both over S, and 
over 9(&x) = S”(M,,,(X)) to the sum of n” copies of the k-fold tensor 
power of Xnd. 
Thus isotypic S,-components are again S7i(M,,(X))-isotypic components, 
and in particular are nonisomorphic for Sr(Mnd(X)). Therefore the Sk-isotypic 
components of ok Y” are nonisomorphic for Sk(&). If two such components 
have isomorphic irreducible Sk(~)- su modules, b but differ in their multi- 
plicities, their extensions to X will have nonzero isomorphic submodules 
for Sk(Mnd(X)), and this is impossible. Therefore the Sk-isotypic components 
of 0” .sY - are also the Sk(&)-isotypic components, and there are exactly as 
many of these as Sk(MV,(X)) admits in the k-fold tensor power of XrLrl. 
Thus if Sk(&) = 2?i @ ... @ 5Brn , the B’, minimal (two-sided) ideals, we 
have Sk(M&X)) = (Bi)x @ ... @ (LZ?‘,~)~ and 
where each JZ%‘, is a full matrix algebra over X. Since Sk(&) is a subalgebra 
of EndF(@l Y ‘), minimal right ideals in the aj are isomorphic as Sk(d)- 
modules to irreducible invariant subspaces in 0” 9‘, and we have seen above 
that there are exactly r of these. It follows that we may assume (B’,)X E A2 
for each i. Thus each 9%9;, is central simple, and their dimensions are the squares 
of the degrees of the irreducible representations of S”(M,,(Z)). (Details for 
the split case are to be found in [7, Chap. 41.) 
5. ADJUNCTION op ANOTHER IDENTITY 
5.1. PROPOSITION. Let 2 be a central simple associative algebra over .F, 
[LB : F] = d2, and let 1 < k < d. Then there is an associative algebra 93 and a 
linear mapping p: 2 + 93 such that: 
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(i) p is a Lie homomorphism; 
(ii) p(l) = kl; 
(iii) p satisfies the (K + 1)th symmetric identity; 
(iv) CT: 9 -+ g, defined by u(a) = dT(a) - p(a), satisjies the (d - k + 1)th 
symmetric identity; 
(v) 39 and p are universal for (i)-(iv). 
S? is centra2 simple, [9l : F] = (2)“. 
Proof. It seems unavoidable that the split case be handled first. Accordingly 
we take as ground field X some extension of 9, as 9 the full matrix algebra 
M,(Y), and we work over X. The row vectors of length d from X, X$Ow) , 
are the unique irreducible J&(X)- mo u e, d 1 and the d-rowed column vectors 
from -f, ~&oI) , form a right module for M,(Xyp when we define (&) * (aij) = 
(olii)(fi), the latter being ordinary matrix multiplication. Evidently IM,(X)Op 
is isomorphic to the X-endomorphism algebra (written on the right!) of Xfcol, . 
For a vector space ,$’ over X, we shall identify by /li(V) both the space 
of skew-symmetric tensors in @i Y” and the space in the exterior algebra 
of Y usually so denoted. Restriction to the former of the canonical map of 
@j 9- onto the latter, sending vi @ ... @ v, to vi A ... A v3 , establishes an 
isomorphism. In this identification, it is clear that s(Endx(V)) stabilizes 
/P(l) C @j 1v‘; for 1 < j < d = [V” : X], this action is irreducible, even 
absolutely irreducible [4, Chap. 7, Sect. 61. The action of Crss, a,(,) @ ... 
@ a,G) , a, E End&$“), sends v, A ... A vi to xnpS, v,a,(,) A ... A vja,,cj) .
Now flkW&J and ~V~&IJ are dual spaces in the pairing sending 
(41 A ... A (dk ((h E ~$,,d and (t), A ... A (i% ((5% E ~%A)) to the scalar 
,z Sgn(rr)((?),(,)(5)l)((rl)n(2,(~)2) ... @hc)(&)~ 
1. 
Also, fld-“(X&,l, ) and ~k(~&o~J are dual spaces in the pairing sending 
WI A ... A (h~--k: and (& A ... A ([), (now (<), E 3?:,,,,) to the scalar d = 
det((S), ... (b-d& ... (&), such that (t), A ..’ A (tb A (i% A ... A (& in 
rld(3Y;‘,,r,) is equal to the multiple by d of a fixed nonzero element Q in this 
last one-dimensional space. We use the resulting identification of (I~(X&,,,) 
and Ad-k(X;t,,r,) to transport the structure of P(M,(X))-module from the 
former to the latter, and investigate its relations with the Sd-k(Md(-X)op)- 
structure present on (Id-“(Z;l,,r,). 
Fix a matrix a E Md(X) with simple eigenvalues yr ,..., yd , all lying in X. 
Let e, ,..., ed be a basis for .X&wJ , with e,a = YleL for each i. Let fi ,...,fd 
be the corresponding dual basis for 3$,,, , i.e., e,f3 = S,,(l), where (1) is 
either 1 E X or a one-by-one matrix with 1 as entry. Then af7 = r,f, for all j. 
Our fixed 52 E (Id(3?~~,r,) has the form ccfi A ... A fd , 0 # p E x. 
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Withi, < . .. < i, , pk(a) sends eil A .. A eilc to (rZ, + . . . + yi,) eil A ... A eiL . 
Viewing Ak(%&+,,) as the dual of A*(LK~~,~,), the action of this element on 
h, A .” “fj, (il < ... <jJ assigns the scalar Sil,ilSig,3a ... Si,,i,(yi, + *** + yi,) 
(the ell A ... A ezk andfil A ... “fi, are dual bases). 
In the dual pairing of AL(XflC,i,) and Ad-“(X$,r,), the basis for the latter 
space dual to the fj, A ... A fj, is {pL-lcy, ,.,.,” d--kfvl A ... Afvddk}, where vi < ... 
< vd--k and where, if {I ,..., d} = (j, ,..., j,> u (vl ,..., vdwk}, E,~ ,...,” d--L is the sign 
of the permutation sending 1 to vi, 2 to va ,..., (d - K) to vdvk , (d - K + 1) to 
Jl >..., d to j, . For our basis element es1 A ... A eik of Ll”(.%&,,) the corre- 
sponding element of Lld-“(xtC,r,) is thus P-~c+ ..,vn-lcfyl A .** A fvd-, where 
vi < ... < vd--b are such that {vi ,..., udPk} u {ii ,..., ilc} = (l,..., d). The trans- 
ported action of pJa), say by a,-,(a), has this basic element as an eigenvector, 
with eigenvalue yL, + ... f yz, . That is, u&a) sends fv, A ... A fvd-, to 
(t(+(rv, + .” + 3/v,-,)) ‘fvl A “’ Afvdmk = +)fvl A “’ “fvdek-(fvl A .*’ ^fvdm,) 
~~-~(a), where t(a) is the trace of a. 
What we have shown is that, if a E Md(X) is semisimple with eigenvulues 
in X, then 
fd-k(4 + %-k(4 = tw (12) 
on fld-k(~&,~J, h w ere ~+,.~(a) is obtained by transporting the action of pk.(u) 
on LI~(X$,,~)), as above; likewise 
P&4 + 44 = w (13) 
on Ak(X&,W,), where uk(u) is obtained by transporting the action of p&u) 
on Ad-“(Y;IC,r,). (0 ne sees from the argument that (12), (13) are independent 
of the choice of basis for the appropriate Ad). But since both sides of (12) 
(or (13)) are linear in a, it follows that these relations hold for all u E AId( 
If q~ is our linear isomorphism ~I~-~(~%?fl,,r,) + Ak(X&&, then for every 
X-endomorphism T of Ad-“(XtC,r,), q+Tp, is a X-endomorphism of 
me&J,), and @(ST)p, = (q%Sp)(@Tq~). Moreover, if a E Md(.X), 
h%-&)p, = 44 = WI- h(4. s ince p&u) satisfies the (d - k + l)th 
symmetric identity, so must uk(u) = t(u)1 - ~~(a), in its action on LI~(~~~~~,). 
One sees at once that ~~(1) = (d - k)I, a,([&~]) = [a#), ~~(a)]. In other 
words, the mupping pk: M,(X) -+ Sk(Md(X)) is such that UH uk(u) = 
t(u)1 - pk(u) = dT(u)l - plc(u) is a Lie homomorphism of Md(%)OP into 
Sk(Md(X)), with ~~(1) = (d - k)l, satisfying the (d - k + I)th symmetric 
identity. 
Returning to the action of Sk(Md(X)) on @k(X&,w)), consider the subspace 
of @“(X&,,,) annihilated by all elements of P(M,(X)) lying in the kernels 
of all representations such that all ~~(a) satisfy the (d - k + 1)th symmetric 
identity. The intersection of such kernels is evidently the ideal generated by all 
d4 = c sgn(%?(P)) 1 Y?(P)] ~,(u)~~u,(u~)~~ e-e u (P+~)‘~-~+~, 
P++(81....,S&~+1) 
481/62/z-15 
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for a E IV&(&), so the subspace we are considering is that annihilated by all 
such g(a). Let e, ,..., ed be a fixed basis, and let 
t=p ~~,...,i,ei, 0 ‘.. 0 ei, 
be a general tensor of rank k annihilated by all g(o); the sum is over distinct 
sequences of It indices, including those involving repetitions. First we note 
that pi l,...*Zy = 0 if two indices are equal. 
For every diagonal matrix a has all its powers diagonal, and both pk(aj) 
and ok(aj), hence g(a), have all eiI @ ... @ ezr as eigenvectors. If an index, 
say 1, is repeated, then some index, say d, must be omitted. Now take a = 
E,, - En . The effect of g(a) on eil @ ... @ ezs is easily determined: If j is 
odd, aj = a and uIc(aj) = -pk(a); if j is even, ai = E,, + E,, , and Us = 
2 - plc(Ell + E,,). ff m of the indices ir ,..., ik are equal to 1 (and none to d), 
--p*(a) sends eiI @ . .. @ e, to meil @ .. . @ eil: , while 2 - &El1 + Edd) 
sends this element to (2 - rn)‘%<* @ ... @ ezlc . Thus g(a) sends our basic tensor to 
1 sgn(%?(P)) 1 g(P)] m”l+%+“‘(2 - m)sz+%+... (14) 
P 
times itself. The permutations in U(P) are odd or even according as sa + sq + ..- 
is odd or even. Thus the eigenvalue (14) for g(a) is 
5 I Al @,ts,-t”‘(m _ 2)s2+s*+-, 
evidently a positive integer since m > 2 and since the term with Pt, 
(d - k + 1, O,..., 0) is md-k+l > 0. It follows that the coefficient /3i,,...,i, for 
such terms must be zero, and we may assume that all basic tensors eil @ ... @ ei b 
actually present in our sum have k distinct indices. 
To see that our tensor t must be skew-symmetric, it will be enough to show 
that a simple interchange of a pair of indices corresponds to terms whose 
coefficients are negatives of one another. Without any real loss of generality, 
it sufices to show 82,1,3,4 ,..., k = -81,2.3,4 ,..., k . Here take a = El2 + E,, , so 
that Us = ~~(a) = ---~~(a) for all odd j, and sends both e, @ e, @ .*. @ e, 
and e,@e,@.“@e, to -(elOe,O..‘Oe,+e,Oe,O...Oe,), both 
e,@e,@...@e, and e,@er@...@e, to -(er@e,@...@e,+e,@ 
e2 @ ..f @ e,). 
Meanwhile, if j is even, aj = E,, + E,, , ~~(a)) = 2 - pk(EI1 + E,,) anni- 
hilates all four of the basic tensors considered in the last paragraph. It follows 
that the effect of g(a) on e, @ es @ **. @ ek or on ea @ e, @ *a* @ e, is the 
same as that of 
c 1 Y(P)1 (-plc(a))~‘+~3+~5+“.. (15) 
Pct(s,.o.s~.o.....8,_x+1) 
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The terms of (15) with s1 + ss + ... even have sum sending both e, @ e2 @ ... 
@ ek and ea @ e, @ .*. @ ek to 
U= c c I WV 2 cs1+s1+...1/2 Pt+~al,O,ss,O ,...) 1 
91+*3+".e"e!l 
X (elOe,O...Oek+e,OelO...Oek), 
while the remaining terms combine to send both our basic tensors to 
v= c I WV 2 ((s,+sl+~~~)-l)/?. 
P++(S,,O,S,.O*...) 
sl+sa+. . *odd 
X (e, @ e, @ -a- @ ek + e2 @ e2 @ ... @ ek). 
Furthermore, g(u) sends every basic tensor other than the four considered 
above into a combination of the other basic ones. Thus the terms in tg(a) 
involving these four basic tensors combine to 
(81.2.3 ,. .* k + &1,3 ,..., kh + v>. 
Since u and v are not both zero (again consider P++ ((d - k + l), O,..., 0)), 
and are linearly independent if neither is zero, we must have /31,2,3,...,L + 
B s,r,a ,..., k = 0. Thus t is skew. 
Let 4 be the ideal in 3? = Sk(Md(Y)) generated by all g(u) as above. Then 
9 is a sum of minimal (two-sided) ideals in 2?‘, all of which annihilate the 
skew-symmetric K-tensors. If 9/Y is not the simple algebra corresponding 
to the irreducible g-module of skew tensors, Y is not a maximal idea1 and 
there is a simple ideal gj of 39, gi n 9 = 0, other than the ideal whose minimal 
right ideals afford the representation by skew tensors. But then 3 annihilates 
a minimal right ideal in %Yj , which in turn is equivalent to a representation 
of 9 on a space of tensors. Since 3 annihilates only the skew tensors, this is 
impossible. Therefore 2319 is simple, and indeed central simple, isomorphic 
to End&‘l~(X$,,,)), thus of dimension ($a. (See the remarks at the end 
of Section 4, based on the work of Schur and Weyl.) 
Now return to the general setting of Proposition 5.1. In general Sk(g), 
with p = ,+ , is universal for the first three properties of the Lemma. By the 
remarks at the end of Section 4, S”(9) is the direct sum of a set 2?1 ,..., 29% 
of simple ideals, each a central simple algebra, where 7~ is the number of parti- 
tions of K. On passing to a splitting field X for 9, exactly one of the (93JX , 
say (9,)~ , is not annihilated in the representation of SIc(Md(X)) = S”(gd,) 
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on the space of skew tensors in @“(X&J, and the ideal in Sk(Md(X)) 
generated by all 
c sgn(%?(P)) / V(P)1 f~(a)%(a~)~~ **a ~(cz~-~+‘)~~~~+~, (16) 
P-b,,...*S,-,+,) 
u(a) =I &(a) - p(u), a E M,(X), is equal to the sum of the remaining ideals. 
Since the generators (16) are homogeneous of degree d - k + 1 in a, we may 
polarize to conclude that the same ideal is generated by all elements of the form 
(16), where a E 9. Thus our ideal is equal to ex , where Q is the ideal in 
S”(9) generated by elements (16). Therefore 42 contains all g’i , i < 12, and 9 
is equal to their sum since (Sk(9)/%Y)X z Slc(B~)/@~ is nontrivial. That is, 
Sk(B)/%2 G 9% . With 9 = LZ?‘, and with p the composite of pk with the 
projection of Sk(B) onto ~27~ , we see that (i)-( iv are satisfied, as well as that ) 
~29 is central simple of degree (f). The universality of L~I and p follows from 
that of S”(B) for (i)-(iii) and from our definition of the ideal 92 such that 
~3 = S”(9)/@. This completes the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
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